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Away with food allergies

New index tracks future-readiness

Global connections for the future

6 February 2017

8 February 2017

10 February 2017

An expansion of a National University Hospital treatment
brings hope that children with persistent allergies to
cow's milk, egg and tree nuts like cashews and
pistachios will be able to consume these foods after
completing the treatment.

The Centre for Future-ready Graduates (CFG) at NUS
has developed a new index that helps NUS students
evaluate their skillsets and gauge their readiness for the
future. Known as the CFG Future-ready Index, the
inaugural index was launched at the annual NUS Career
Fair on 7 February.

The Committee on the Future Economy has released its
report recommending seven strategies for Singapore’s
economic development in the coming decade. The
Committee also underscored the importance of
deepening and diversifying Singapore’s international
connections, to seek opportunities in new markets,
strengthen economic cooperation and harness new
ideas and innovation.
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Calling all Alumni! Check out events available for you!
NUS Arts Festival 2017: Brave New Worlds
Venue: NUS Kent Ridge Campus, Esplanade Theatres on the Bay and School of The Arts
Website: NUS Arts Festival 2017
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Important Notice on NUS Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA)
In view of Singapore’s Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA), the NUS Office of Alumni Relations would like to
inform you that NUS will continue to engage you as an alumnus. For the latest updates from our website, read
more.
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